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Exercise 1 LIO and references

The monad LIO is able to handle references as computation with side-effects.

1. Implement function swap, which exchanges the content of references. More specifically,

swap :: LIORef DCLabel a → LIORef DCLabel a → LIO DCLabel () ()

To try out the function that you implement above, you might consider the following piece of
trustworthy code.

module Ex5T where

import DCLabel.PrettyShow

import LIO.LIORef

import LIO.DCLabel

import LIO.TCB

import Ex5U (swap)

label1 = newDC "Alice" (<>)

r1 :: LIO DCLabel () (LIORef DCLabel String)

r1 = newLIORef label1 "Content for reference 1"

label2 = newDC "Bob" (<>)

r2 :: LIO DCLabel () (LIORef DCLabel String)

r2 = newLIORef label2 "Content for reference 2"

execute = do (result, label) ← evalLIO (do

rr1 ← r1

rr2 ← r2

swap rr1 rr2

c1 ← readLIORef rr1

c2 ← readLIORef rr2

return (c1,c2) ) ()

putStrLn $ "Reference 1 is: " ++ show (fst result)

putStrLn $ "Reference 2 is: " ++ show (snd result)

where (<>) represents the empty category, i.e., [ ].

2. If you run your function with the labels described by the trustworthy code, the program will abort
the execution. Why is that?

3. Can you slightly modify the labels of r1 and r2 in order to make the program work? It is not
allowed to change the labels for r1 or r2 by All.

Exercise 2 LIO and toLabeled

We want to write a function that receives two references to lists as arguments and modify the lists
by adding them a given prefix. More specifically,

add_prefix :: [a] → LIORef DCLabel [a] → LIORef DCLabel [a] → LIO DCLabel () ()



The function takes as a first argument the prefix to be added to the lists being reference by the references.
Consider the following implementation of add_prefix,

module Ex52U where

import LIO.LIORef

import LIO.DCLabel

import LIO.LIO

add_prefix :: [a] → LIORef DCLabel [a] → LIORef DCLabel [a] → LIO DCLabel () ()

add_prefix p r1 r2 =
do t1 ← readLIORef r1

writeLIORef r1 (p ++ t1)

t2 ← readLIORef r2

writeLIORef r2 (p ++ t2)

return ()

and we call from the following trustworthy code

module Ex52T where

import DCLabel.PrettyShow

import LIO.LIORef

import LIO.DCLabel

import LIO.TCB

import Ex52U (add_prefix)

label1 = newDC "Alice" (<>)

r1 :: LIO DCLabel () (LIORef DCLabel String)

r1 = newLIORef label1 "Content for reference 1"

label2 = newDC "Bob" (<>)

r2 :: LIO DCLabel () (LIORef DCLabel String)

r2 = newLIORef label2 "Content for reference 2"

execute = do (result, label) ← evalLIO (do

rr1 ← r1

rr2 ← r2

add_prefix "PREFIX:" rr1 rr2

c1 ← readLIORef rr1

c2 ← readLIORef rr2

return (c1,c2) ) ()

putStrLn $ "Reference 1 is: " ++ show (fst result)

putStrLn $ "Reference 2 is: " ++ show (snd result)

where we have two references, one from Alice and one from Bob.

1. What does it happen when executing execute? Does the program crash? Why?

2. Can you adapt add_prefix to make it work as expected? Hint: you might consider using toLabeled
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